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Exploring the interactions of core, mean skin and local skin temperatures
on the cutaneous blood flow of the forearm, hand, calf and foot: threedimensional perspectives
Abstract

Cutaneous blood flow manipulation supports body temperature regulation. Whilst deep tissue temperature
has the greatest influence on this flow, local skin temperature influences flow independently of the
sympathetic nervous system. Furthermore, the neural control of cutaneous blood vessels differs between acral
and non-acral skin, with the former also containing arteriovenous anastomoses. These interactions are well
known and have previously been explored. However, the interactions of core and local skin temperatures on
cutaneous blood flow have not been studied in mildly hypothermic and hyperthermic individuals over a range
of local skin temperatures, and certainly not within both the acral and non-acral skin regions. This was the
primary focus of this study.
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Introduction
Cutaneous blood flow manipulation supports body temperature regulation. Whilst deep tissue
temperature has the greatest influence on this flow, local skin temperature influences flow
independently of the sympathetic nervous system. Furthermore, the neural control of cutaneous
blood vessels differs between acral and non-acral skin, with the former also containing
arteriovenous anastomoses. These interactions are well known and have previously been
explored. However, the interactions of core and local skin temperatures on cutaneous blood flow
have not been studied in mildly hypothermic and hyperthermic individuals over a range of local
skin temperatures, and certainly not within both the acral and non-acral skin regions. This was the
primary focus of this study.

Methods
Eight males completed trials in each of three thermal states (hypothermia (oesophageal
temperature 35oC), thermoneutral (37oC) and hyperthermia (39oC)). Each state was achieved using
water immersion, and was clamped (water-perfusion suit) during the experimental phase, with
subjects remaining supine. Cuteneous blood flow was measured from four sites (forearm, hand,
calf, foot: see companion communication) using venous-occlusion plethysmography. Five local skin
temperatures were applied to each site during this thermal clamping: 5o, 15o, 25o, 33o and 40oC.

Results and Discussion
Three thermal states were achieved: 36.1o (±0.4), 37.0o (±0.3) and 38.5oC (±0.3). Positive
correlations were found between local skin temperature and cutaneous blood flow across each
state (p<0.05). Blood flow was lowest in the foot (0.59 mL·100 mL-1·min-1 (±0.16)) during wholebody hypothermia with strong local cooling (5oC), reflecting a very powerful constrictor tone.
Conversely, blood flow was largest in the hand (20.08 mL·100 mL-1·min-1 (±1.90)) during wholebody hyperthermia with strong local heating (40oC). This was significantly higher than the
corresponding forearm, calf and foot blood flows (p<0.05). During this presentation, these thermal
interactions will be summarised using three-dimensional surfaces for each of the four sites
investigated.

Conclusion
The current study not only provided the first three-dimensional description of the interactions of
core, mean skin and local skin temperatures on cutaneous blood flow, but it provided direct
comparisons between acral and non-acral skin regions. The hand and the foot showed the greatest
changes in local blood flow during heating, and these are believed to result from the presence of
arteriovenous anastomoses within these regions.
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